NEW CHAIRMAN FOR MCA

HERMAN BEYERS OF DR REDDY’S
The MCA welcomes Herman Beyers as elected Chairman for the 2019-2020. Herman, a pharmacist, completed his B-Pharm and MSc Pharmaceutics at the University of Potchefstroom, now the University of the North West.

Initially a researcher and retail pharmacist he has been in the pharmaceutical industry for 21 years and has been involved with human medicines (complimentary and scheduled), FMCG, cosmetics, medical devices and veterinary medicines and Act 36 products. Disciplines he has been involved in include regulatory, QC, QA, production, compliance, authorized representative, deputy and responsible pharmacist covering a spectrum of dosage forms, sterile and non-sterile products. Herman has worked for local as well as internationally based organisations considered to be both generic and innovator companies.

He is currently the responsible pharmacist and authorized representative heading up compliance at Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories. He represents the independent group of companies on the MCA Board.